
Year 5 and 6 Correct the Spelling Mistake
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling 
for each circled word in the box.

1. During the match, Billy scored an eksellent goal.

2. This term, we’re learning all about the anshent Greeks.

3. The doctor used a thermometer to check Eli’s tempricher.

4. A tomato is not a vegtible; it’s actually a type of fruit.

5. Fourty cows escaped from a neighbouring field last week.

6. “I sujest that you stop that immediately,” warned the teacher.

7. My gran uses an identitie card to get into her place of work.

8. What categry does this book need to go in?

Each sentence below has one word which is spelt incorrectly. Circle the incorrect 
word and write the correct spelling in the box.

1. If you know the recipient, use ‘yours sinseerly’ to sign a letter.

2.  On averedge, African elephants eat for 18 hours a day.

3. Magpies can reckegnise their reflection in a mirror.

4. The wild rabbits have started to inturfeer with our wiring.

5. We’ve not got any defenet plans for this weekend.

6. Protestors have begun to occupie the town hall.

7. After I fell over, a large bruise began to develup on my knee.

8. A full moon will ocker once every 29.5 days.
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Year 5 and 6 Correct the Spelling Mistake (2)
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling 
for each circled word in the box.

1. Your shulder is made up of three different bones.

2. My dog got stuck when his kuriosety got the better of him.

3. Carlson was desprit to win this race.

4. On their induction day, the students tried a varyaty of lessons.

5. The cheating player was given an imeadiet red card.

6. “Those sheep are a real newsance,” complained the farmer.

7. Last week, a new war memorial was revealed in the semetry.

8. Unfortunately, Maia is terrified of thunder and lighterning.

Each sentence below has one word which is spelt incorrectly. Circle the incorrect 
word and write the correct spelling in the box.

1. When we go out, my brother always tries to embbarass me.

2. The x-ray revealed that the break was in an orkwerd place.

3. We learnt all about ancient Egyptian sacrefise in history.

4. It became aparrant that nobody had completed the homework.

5. Would you like to acompny me to the cinema this weekend?

6. I love eating vegetables – escpshaly asparagus and spinach.

7. “Is this noise really nessesary?” asked my neighbour.

8. In maths, we had to circle to relevent answers.
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1. Sparky was deturmind to retrieve the tennis ball.

2. Last week, we gave the garage a thuruh clean out.

3. “This jelly is simply marvulus!” the queen exclaimed.

4. Daryl placed his curly signechure on the document.

5. Amazingly, bees use a variety of dances to komunnicate.

6. The first dicshunary was thought to be published in 1604.

7. Police are looking for the individewal shown in these photos.

8. Our school’s computer sisstem has been down all day.

Year 5 and 6 Correct the Spelling Mistake (3)
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling 
for each circled word in the box.

Each sentence below has one word which is spelt incorrectly. Circle the incorrect 
word and write the correct spelling in the box.

1. Imedietly, the class burst into a round of applause.

2. Last week’s compitishion was unfortunately postponed.

3. My dog may look agresive but she’s actually really friendly.

4. Can I perswade you to read my latest screenplay?

5. “Those trainers look oddly familier,” mused Simon.

6. Acording to the league table, our team is in first place.

7. An amphibious veeicle can take people across land and water.

8. The broken plant pot would require an explanashun.
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1. The cake company issued a sinsere apology.

2. Many insects are hugely beneficial for the enviromant.

3. Are you avaylible to help with the upcoming music event?

4. At school this week, we began learning a new langwidge.

5. Freekwently, the older children help the younger children.

6. The name of the new building has caused great controvasy.

7. My friend laughed at my pronunsiation of her surname.

8. My pet geese haras anyone who walks through their field.

Year 5 and 6 Correct the Spelling Mistake (4)
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling 
for each circled word in the box.

Each sentence below has one word which is spelt incorrectly. Circle the incorrect 
word and write the correct spelling in the box.

1. “I really apreeshyate this award,” sobbed the celebrity.

2. Would you like the opertunity to work on a real farm?

3. Jade made sure that she had used a sufishent amount of flour.

4. Next week, we’re having a comunnitie bake sale.

5. Slowly, the toddler dunked a soljur into their runny egg.

6. When the fire ants escaped, the results were disastrus.

7. The ekwipment needs to be put away after each PE lesson.

8. Our local conveeniense store is opening next week.
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1. It takes a lot of fisical and mental skills to scale a rock face.

2. Gabe’s little brother loves the rime ‘Row, Row, Row Your Boat’.

3. At the dentist, the secretery gave me a sticker for being brave.

4. I wonder when spiders came into ecsistance.

5. Last week, Blaire’s cat tried to interupt an important meeting.

6. The smallest mussle in the human body is inside the ear.

7. Hadrian’s Wall was able to acomodate thousands of soldiers.

8. “What time is your program on the television?” asked Jill.

Year 5 and 6 Correct the Spelling Mistake (5)
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling 
for each circled word in the box.

Each sentence below has one word which is spelt incorrectly. Circle the incorrect 
word and write the correct spelling in the box.

1. Vic bought a new jumper at a bargin price.

2. The downhill skier was hoping to acheev a world record.

3. What profeshun would you like when you’re older?

4. “Can I reckomend the tomato soup?” asked the waiter.

5. Some people believe that the dove simbol represents peace.

6. Mabel was conshus that every pair of eyes were set upon her.

7. The climber atached herself to the rope and began to ascend.

8. Luckily, our broken dishwasher was covered by a garantey.
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1. After eating all of the sweets, I felt sick to my stumack.

2. Harper’s latest brooz developed after she fell out of a tree.

3. Are you sure it’s that bad? You do sometimes exagereight.

4. My new naybur cooks the most delicious-smelling meals.

5. Last week, a new resturont opened up on the high street.

6. The racer was delighted to come twelth out of a hundred.

7. Incredibly, the amatyer dance group beat the professionals.

8. Yesterday, a historic law was passed through parlament.

Year 5 and 6 Correct the Spelling Mistake (6)
The spelling mistakes in these sentences have been circled. Write the correct spelling 
for each circled word in the box.

Each sentence below has one word which is spelt incorrectly. Circle the incorrect 
word and write the correct spelling in the box.

1. When we went on holiday, we used a foren currency.

2. Crowds of people were happy to kew to buy the newest phone.

3. Dave the Dog’s latest tune has a really upbeat rithum.

4. It’s a real privilije to be a milk monitor in year 6.

5. Swimming is Devon’s favourite leshure activity.

6. My new bike comes equipt with a bright rear light.

7. Last week, an enormous yot sailed into the harbour.

8. People critisise my dance moves but I think that they’re great.
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